The Marshal remains at her station to supervise the retiring march. The W.M., W.P., A.M. and Warder approach after same time taking positions as per diagram. The W.M. and W.P. facing altar, the A.M. and Warder facing East.

As the W.M. and W.P. leave their stations, the A.C. and C. take position between Altar and East, facing each other (see diagram).

As the C. and A.C. leave their stations, Adah and Electa march in front of their chairs, leaving the labyrinth as per diagram, as they march around their stations, Ruth and Esther step in line. Esther following Ruth.

As Adah and Electa approach altar, the W.M. and W.P. face and march toward East, followed by lines, as they approach C. and A.C. face East and lead the lines, marching East, then right and left, the Sec., Chap. and Deas. stepping in place as the lines pass their respective stations. Note — the W.M., W.P., A.M., Warder, A.C., Adah, and Electa all move at the same time in beginning of march, each taking their respective positions.
The completed lines approach alternately, then circle the stations as per diagram, meeting at Esther's station, marching west, then right and left, forming straight line in front of A.M.B. station.

As straight line is formed, at signal, all face East—signal, bow—signal, lines face right and left and march out.

As lines approach exit the C. and A.C. step aside—then W. M. and W.P. leading the line out of the room—then C. and A.C. leaving the room last.

The C. and A.C. may collect the badges as the officers pass out. This is optional with the Chapter.